Sightseeing Information

Combine and Save: Best of Belgium (Brussels City Tour,
Antwerp, Ghent and Bruges)
Brussels, Belgium
Combine and visit Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent and Bruges in this
special package over two incredible full days!
Duration of tour: 2 days

The Tour
Embark on this combo tour that will allow you to take part in 3
different excursions departing from Brussels. A tour of Brussels
is a good introduction to Belgium. Discover the ancient
buildings of the city and its splendid modern part on board of
our bus. We will visit the widely known Atomium and pass by
the Chinese pavilion and Japanese Tower. From the Royal
Residence we will return to the city center to visit the Sablon
area, with its numerous antique shops, while passing the
Palace of Justice and Royal Palace. Visit Antwerp, Belgium's
second largest city owns some of the greatest harbors in the
world. The railway station is one of the most stunning buildings
in Europe. Our Lady Cathedral is the largest gothic church in
the Lowlands and it boasts countless precious paintings by
world class artists of the 17th century. Our guided walk through
the old city starts at the Steen, the impressive 13th century
castle that guarded the city and its port. We take you to the
gothic guild houses at the Market Square. The river Scheldt is
the cradle of Antwerp where the city built the MAS-museum,
famous for its spectacular views of the harbor and the old city.
Finally, discover two of Flanders' most enchanting cities and
follow our guide back in time! Ghent medieval architecture and
vibrant atmosphere will impress you. In Bruges, you will enjoy
the peaceful Lake of Love and the old beguinage.
Includes
Transportation by coach, walking guided tour of the Grand
Place and outside view of the European Community Buildings.
Entrance and guided visit of the Cathedral of our Lady in
Antwerp, guided tour of a diamond workshop (Not included on
Mondays).
Please note:

Additional Information
Pick up from most hotels can be arranged with the supplier
directly.
This tour is operated in air conditioned vehicles.

** Accommodation is not included **. Please report to the
meeting point 15 minutes before the tour departure. Our
partner can arrange pickups depending on your hotel location.
Please call the following number 48 to 24 hours prior to the
service: 0032-251-37744. Flexibility to combine those 3 tours in
different days depending on tour schedules. There is a lot of
walking so please wear comfortable shoes. St Bavo's
Cathedral is closed on Sundays.
Language Commentary

E/F/S
E/F/S

From Date

To Date

Days of week Start Time

Departure Point

Guided 27 Mar 2017* 07 Jul 2017 Wed/Sat
10.00 Brussels City Tours Office
Guided 08 Jul 2017* 02 Sep 2017 Wed/Fri/Sat 10.00 Brussels City Tours Office
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* = Operating times are estimated only

